PhD in Strategic Management

Join a close-knit community of scholars at one of the world’s top-ranked centres of management research – at the University of Toronto, in the heart of Canada’s vibrant, culturally diverse financial capital. As part of Rotman’s PhD program, you’ll explore new ideas, develop insights that inspire solutions and help to spark broader conversations among corporate and public leaders.

What is Strategic Management Research?
Research in Strategic Management explores the sources of competitive advantage and superior performance of organizations, as well as the impact of organizational choices on society at large. The disciplinary foundations are in Economics and Sociology, and research methods include retrospective data analysis, laboratory and field experiments, qualitative and observational studies, and formal theorizing (including mathematical modeling).

Strategic Management researchers at Rotman work on such topics as:
- Entrepreneurship, innovation, industry evolution and technological change
- Organizational alliances, outsourcing, and international business
- Social capital and social networks
- The economics and sociology of work and organizations
- The economics and sociology of inequality
- Entrepreneurship in the public interest
- Altruism and ethics in organizations and markets
- Institutions and markets in developing economies

Program Details
The Rotman PhD program at the University of Toronto is one of the top PhD Management programs in the world. Two years of coursework and a comprehensive exam will provide you with the tools to become junior researchers on your way to a career in academia as well as in other public and private organizations.

Students admitted to the Rotman PhD program are fully funded with a full tuition waiver and a competitive stipend*, a one-time moving grant, conference expenses, TA/RA work as well as many opportunities to apply for awards and scholarships to increase their total funding.

*Stipends, grants and awards are not considered taxable income.

If you are considering graduate studies consider a PhD in strategic management.

W. www.rotman.utoronto.ca/Degrees/PhD
E. phdprog@rotman.utoronto.ca

Applications close
December 1, 2019

Recent graduate placements from the program